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Abstract 
1 
b Y 
An introductory review of the large-acale structure and behavior of the 
Earth's magnetosphere is presented, suitable for inc~usion in courses 
dealing with space physics, plasmas, astrophysics or the Earth's environ-
ment, as well as for self-study. The exposition ia guided by a sPories of 9 
quantitative problems, dealing with properties of linear superpositions of 
a dipole and a constant field. Topics covered inclUde open and closed 
models of the magnetosphere, field line motion, the role of magnetic 
merging ("rec~nnection"), magnetospheric convection and the origin of the 
magnetopause, polar cusps and high latitude lobes. References and direc-
tions which may guide readers to more recent developments are also given. 
2 
Pt'efaoe 
The last 20 years hove seon oonsiderable progress in our understanding 
of the EDrth' s magnetosphere, the region in \-Ihich the Eart.h' 5 magnetic 
field reacts with the solar wind ond the interplanetary moenetic field. 
Only oocasionally, however. has magnetospheric physico appeared in coursls 
on astrophysics, geophysics or plasma physics. 
This article presents on elementary overview of the large-scale 
interactions of the magnetosphere, in u format suitable for inclusior. in 
such a oourse or 1'01' ~elf-study. To illustrate the ooupling between the 
magnetosphere and its surrounding medium, a family of simple fields is used 
-- the fields formed by the super position of n magnetic d ipoJ..e and li 
constant magnetiC field. Thrae points ore given speoiul attention: 
(1) The subjeots considered are of global L.ope, involving the entire 
magnetosphere and its coupling to the solar wind. They propare the ground 
for' ~my more detailed study of m9gnetospherio physioJ and at the same time 
also illustrate basic notions such as mag~etic field line motion, merging 
and convection. 
(2) Connections between some of the ideus described and more recent 
reseal'ch are outlined, and ,'eferencas at'e given for further exploration of 
various avenues. The added material is mainly for readers who already have 
some familiarity with the subject and much of it may be sl<ipped in an 
introdUctory stUdy. 
(3) The great virtue of the simple models used here is that many of their 
properties may be derived analytically. Several such calculations are 
~ncluded and they may be performed in class or assigned as homework 
(problems 1, 3 and q should be solved when they are encountered, since 
their results are used inthe text that follows them). The only 
prereqUisites are some basic knoHledge of electromagnetic theory and of 
guiding center motion. 
,!,ntroduction 3 
Since about the year 1000, when che oompqs~ was invcnted, it has been 
known that the Earth has a magnetio field. This field appcars to be 
produoed by electrio ourrents in the Earth's aore and oan be viowed to a 
good approximation as a dipole, very nearly aligned with the Earth's 
rotation axl&. Sinoe the dipole component fulls off with distance at on r-3 
rate which is slower than that of other internal componentis, tho dipole 
appt~ximation of the internal field improves with inoreasing distance from 
Earth and will be used in all that follows. 
'rho geomagnetio field can also be t,;lc$cribed by !pagnotia field l1~es 
(Illines of Coroell) Which, from the basic definition of magnetio polarity, 
rise from the Earth near the southern magnetic pole and re-enter near the 
northern onc (Figure 1). This polarity, incidentally, has undergone many 
reversals during the Earth's geological history, ~oat recently ~ 700,000 
yeaN~ ago, and it is also opposed to the one observed in the fieids of 
Jupiter and Saturn. 
The dipole field ~ may be represented by a scalar potential y 
~ :: - Vy (1) 
and for the geomagnetic dipole~ in spherical coordinates (r,Q,f) 
2 Y :: - a Be cosO (air) (2) 
where a is the Earth's radius and Be~30,OOO nT (nanotesla, i.e. Be is 
equivalent to 0.3 gauss) is the equatorial intensity at r::a. Alternatively, 
]d may also be described in terms of Euler potentials(1) (a,a) 
~ t: Va x va (3) 
where 
(l :: 
- a Be (air) sin2e (4a) 
a :: a'f (lib) 
This representation tends to be difficult to derive unless the field is 
axially sYlMlotrio, but it has the advont.ngc '01' giving no explioit 
representation of magnetic field lines: since 
(50) 
II 
it follows that euch such line is chtll'ucterizcd by p()ramctric equations of' 
the form 
a(x,y,z} = canst. B(x,y,z) :: const. (5b) 
At lorge dis',t.unoes the Earth's f'ield beoOllles negligibly smull ,in 
comparison with the 1ttterelanetary magnetic ti-.sl-i (IMF) whicll, because of 
its large soole (compared to a), Hill be o5t':lUmed to be n constant field 1!0' 
Tho IMF is of solar origin and is carried away from the Sun by the action 
of the solar' wind (SW) , a steady rDdial outflow of hot plasma from the 
....... ~... ,,-
Sun's corona. At the Eorth's orbit a typical velocity for the solar wind is 
v :: 300 1<01/8 and a typical density i~ n :: 10 cm-3: for oonvenience, a local 
oart.esian frawe will be used in whioh the x axis points sunward al~ the 
northward half gf' the dipole I.lxis will be assumed to ooinoide with the 
positive z axis. Ac~ually, the angle between the dipoJe and the sunward 
direction may b~ as muoh as 350 out of the perpendicular, beoause the 
Earth's rotation axis is not perpendicular to the ecliptio and is also 
inolined to cnt: dipole axis, but this complication will be negleoted here. 
A typical magnitude for the interplanetary field ~ i3 around 
5 nT, and due to the nature of the interaction between the SW and the IMF 
(see further below) Box~ -BOY' while Boz tends to be smaller than either of 
the other oomponents. In what follows, however, ~ will not be oonstrained. 
As an approximation of fields which tend to ~ as r4-0 and to ~ as r+co , 
we shall study Simple superpositions of the two fields 
B = BA + B 
- ~ -0 
(6 ) 
It turns out that such oombined fields divide space quite naturally into 
2 regions -- an inner region dominated by ~, which will be named 
5 
(following GOld(2» the mQsnepc~~he~1 and an outer region dominated by ~. 
Many important features ore not reproduced by suoh crude models, inoluding 
the collision-free bow shock cranted in the SWat a distanoo ",20 upstream 
of the mngnetosphcre: the values of v and n oited above are indeed more 
appropriate to the region behind the shock, while ahead of it v tends to be 
larger and n smaller. 
Furthermore, contributions to B from electric ourrents flowing in the 
magnetosphere are ignored, inolud ing thoflo from the long ourrent sheet 
stretohing the magnetospheric 11 tail II on the night side (Figure 2), and many 
plasma proce~ses are grossly simplified. Nevertheless (as will be seen) 
many basic pheno~ena arc illust:'ated quite well at this level. 
Consider first the possibility of a purely northward IMF 
B = B z 
-0 0-
~ may be represented by a scalar potential Yo 
or also by aXisymmetrical Euler potentials 
a = a 'f 
(8 ) 
(9 ) 
(10) 
The scalar potential for the combined field is obtained by superposition 
( 11) 
For Euler potentials, in general. superposition does not work, but if (as 
here) two fields share the same a. a superposition of a gives a correct 
result. rhus in the present model 
[ II Va x VB (12 ) 
a :: a'P ( 13b) 
PROBLEM 
(D) Show that tho surface a=O is a sphere of radius 
ro :: a (2Be/80)1/3 (Where else in space does a vanish?). 
By (5a), ,!! is everywhere tangential to this sphere, h<Hloe 
it completely encloses the dipole (Figure 3). Show by means 
of {11) that Br=O on r :: roo 
(b) Show by means of (11) that!! vanishes only at two point.s , 
located at the intersections between the sphere and the z 
axis. Points at which ,!!=O are termed ]eutral.J?oints. 
Thi s model will be called "dipole in sphere"; the sphere natu-
rally forms the boundary of the magnetosphel"e or magn~topause 
and, at least on the side fooing the Sun, resembles the boundary 
aotually observed. The observ~d distanoe to the magnetopause 
(II' 10a) is somewhat smaller than ro derived here, because the 
pressure of the solar wind plasma, which ha$ been ignored, pushes 
the boundary fUrther earthwards. This generally also produces a 
finite ourrent floW along the boundary. 
The "dipole in sphere" is the archtype of closed models of the 
magnetosphere which assume a oompletely enclosing magneto pause 
through whioh no field lines pass. It bears some resemblance to 
Hill's spherical vortex in ideal fluid dynamics and to a two-
dimensional m~del of plasma filaments studied by SChindler(3). Tn 
the magnetospheric context it was discussed at least as early as 
'1959 (4), and a more realistic "olosed" model was advanced in 1960 
by F. JOhnson(5), who has presented arguments in favor of a 
6 
variant of the "olooed" magnetosphere as reoently as 1978(6). 
The 11(15)010 1n sphere" oan be mod Hied to oooornodote ony 
direotion of ~. If for ins~Qnoe l?o shifts to the direotion of 
the unit veotor It it is only necessary to rotate the external 
field pattern of FiGure 3 until its asymptotio direotion lies 
along.9.. Or in other words t one then definos a new system of 
spherical coordinates with the polar axis along k and then assu-
mes that the potential y of (11) 
y = -a Be couO (o/r}2 - ~o r oosO 
1s given in the old system for r<ro and 1n the new ono for 
r>ro' At r=ro the field is discontinuous, indicating a ~urrent 
flow along the magnetopause, but as was already noted, such 
currents indeed occur in nature. An example of such a closed 
model, with ~ = !, is given in Figure 4. 
Closed mode13 will be fUr-ther disoussed below, but at this 
point we shift our attention to the outer region with r>ro and in 
particula~' to the question, how can the existence of the IMF be 
reconc~led with the flow of the SW. 
7 
8 
Tho Electil'io P1eld 
~?" o)~~~,.
Far from the oriBin both the magnet!.:. field tmd the SW velocity have their 
undisturbed interplanetary vulues 
a = D 2 
- <r" 
v::-v~ 
- 0- (15 ) 
Suppose first that at any point all oharged partiolos of the SW hove the flame 
velocity. How tlltn oon they mako ony headway in a direction orthosonal to i. 
rather than be forced into tight lltt).e spirals around the z ~xis? Tho answer 
is that an eleotric fiuld ! is set up 
(16 ) 
so that the magnetio foroe q(1~~) on any partiole with charge q is completely 
oar/oelled by the electdo force q~t allowing tho partiole to prooeed 
undisturbed along the x axis (for detoils about how E is set up, see for 
instance ohept. It of the text by Longmir'e (7». More ;reciscly, eq. 16. also 
oalled the Ilmagneto-hydrodynamic (MHO) condition" must be nlodified to inolude 
non-eleotromagn~tio foroes (e.g. gravity) and terms repres~nting 
accelerations, but all ~dded terms are generally negligible under the 
conditions encountered hare. eave perhaps in regions very olose to ~ neutral 
point (see further below). The MHD condition only gives the component of! 
orthogonal to lli it is customary to add the requirement 
since charges ge~eral1y can easily slide along magnetic field lines and thus 
equalize any potential difference which Violates (17). Thus (16) indeed gives 
the total electric field, and by (15) 
! = - 9¢ (18a) 
(18b) 
If SW partiole velocities oover a finite range, the two above forces in 
9 
goneral. do not balanoo. Tho situation may then be vim'lod in the frume uf ttl\,'} 
SW, 1n \1h10h the (non-relativistic) local eleotric field voninhcs by (6): in 
that fromc most particles hove U Dmoll rooiduol volocity and thU8 carry out 
Gcxne omoll",ocnlo syrotion, but Optn't from this they shore the velooity Vo of 
the frame. Or' else, viewed from the frome of tho Earth. guiding centor' th~ory 
(7) roquires that all particlos (regardless of charga) shore on eleatric drift 
(19 ) 
whioh satisfies (16). From eithor point of view~ the bulk velocity of the 
plasma romains the sarno. 
Tllis constant rectilinear velocity is modil'ied, howover, 1n the vioinity or 
r:::r o' Intuiliivcly, ono would expeot the flow to divide up in the mnnner of 
Figure 4, where now the linea outside r:::ro are regarded as stre~mlinc5 rather 
t.han as magnetio field linos. To see whether this indeed happen:.>, one pt'ooeeds 
as follows. 
The electrio potent.ial • oan be Viewed as a function of (x,y,z), or 
equivalently of 3 independent funotions of (x,y,z): let two such funotions be 
(a,a) of (13). For the third one could take s. the distance along a field 1ino 
to the point in question I measured (say) from the plane z=O: the exact oh010e 
is immatct'ial, in any caoe, for by (17) 
!. V~ ::: 0 (20) 
It then follows from (50) that no matter what the third coordinate is, ~ 
does not depend on it but on (a,a) alone. This of course is consistent with ~ 
being constant along a field line, as implied by (17). 
In order to find the electric potential near r=r 0 (and from it, through eq. 
19, the bulk velocit.y) it is t.hus sufficient to evaluate the function ~(a,B) 
far away fran the origin and then propagate it along field lines to regions 
closer to the dipole. At large distances the second term of (13a) may be 
neglect.ed, leaviog 
10 
Fr'om (1 B\» then 
1r (22) is valid at any ono point on a fiold lino, it is vnlid anywhero 0100 
on it, and it will therefore oJ.oo give ~ neat' r::rO' provided the full 
exprcGoion (130) io uoed for 1'1.. It io now straightforward to derive! ond thon 
use (19) to find tho flow velocity at any po1n~ 1n the field. If ooly flow 
linoD are required, howev~r'l a fuster procedul'e eXist.o, sinoe (19) implieD 
(23) 
'y'.V4I :: 0 (211 ) 
Henco stre2mlioCD uro oharacterized by linos along ~liQh yond' orc constant. 
PROBLEM 2 
~~-
Derive tho oquations 
(n) Of B streamline in the (x,y) plane which crosses the y axis 
at a distance (5/ Il)r 0 from the origin. 
(b) Of a streamline in the (xlz) plane which crosses the z axis 
"t a distance (5/4)ro from the origin. In either case the 3 ., 
approximation 5 ~ 2 may be used. For each l1ne determine: 
(1) Does the shope re~emble one of the contours of Figure 41 
(2) Does the shape match one of those contours? 
(0) Hhat flow l1ne5, if any, follow the surface of the sphere 
r=ro? If such lines exist. what will be the flow velocity 
along them? 
convection 11 
. 
What flow ycloe1ty cxiatu inside the olooed mognctoophcrc? Tho proocnt mooel 
offeN3 no olue -- indeed, the internal flow in completely dcooupl.ed from t.ho 
oxtm'nal one Ilnd {1 porfcetly aeccptnblo solution for r<r 0 would be 
v ~ 0 
-
It 1s cosy to v l:zual1 ze. however t that 1t' any plocm& fill s the rogion r-<r 0 • 
and if m~nontum 13 transferrod to 1t {lOrODS tho ~oundorYt then just 1no1do tho 
boundary the plauma will tend to flow in the ( ... x) direotion (llontiDllm<1llrd ll ), 
However. steady fluid fl'()w muat be continuous, so that if u atcady-atote 
situation 1& establishod, a return flow in tho (+x) direotion must exist 
oQmowhoro in the intorior: il possible pottern for suoh n flow, as Viewed in 
tho (x,y) plano. is shown in Figure 5u. This motion is often ea1100 
ma8netosphcr~o oonveotion, beuause it rosembles, qualitatively: the oonvective 
flow of a heated fluid (Figure 5b). 
Such 0 flow, driven by a "visoous like" momentum tral'lst'er aoross tho 
boundary, W{l$ ind')ed suggested 1n the corHest thaol'l of magnetospheric 
'" . 
oonveotion i propo3sd by Axford and Hines \0 J. Thoir r'easoning proceeded in the 
oPposito direction from the. one given earlier: thuy interpreted the motion of 
auroral arcs and related phenomena and ooncluded that magnetospheric 
disturbance!';} were often assooiated with arrival of plasma frflm the night side I 
around the midnight meridian. This, they suggested, was the return flow from 
and antisunward plasma motion near the boundary, and they proceed~d to unify 
both flows in a global theory of magnetospher~o convection. 
The concept of magnetospheric convectlon remains one of the fundam(mtal 
ideas in all theories of the magnetosphere. However, few thirlgs in nature Bl"e 
simple :as not,ad below (and indeed, as already reoogn! zed by Axford imd Hines) 
there also exists an alternative explanation of conveation~ based on the 
so-oalled open maBnetosphore. 
The Dungeysphere 
If the field in (7) is reversed to represent a "purely southward" IMF 
... 
~ 
\ 
I 
t 
i 
' . .J 
12 
(26 ) 
a differcnt oxisYli11lotrieal model of tho rnasnetoaphorc in obtained. It io 
collC:d h3ro tho "Dungcyophcre", because it was f!rot proposod by Jomes Dur-dey 
ip 1961 (9) 00 un archtypo of' tho "OPOl'l" mDsnotoophoric model, further' 
desoribed belo~'. A oroos section of tho Dungcyspherc io oho\m in Figure 6 ond 
its proportieo oro readil, derived by on extension of the oalculation 
performed onr' :l.er on tho "dipole in spheral! model. Tho details are liated in 
Problem 3 nnd tho derivation :1.0 left 00 on o)(Qorolse to the rcnder. thoush 
final rCDults will be oiLed • 
.e!!Q.DLEM 41 : For (1 "Dungoyaphcre ll pr'oduoed by the Buperposi.tlon 
of the alpole field of (1)-(2) and tho conotont 
Bouthword field of (26) 
(0) Derive the Bcolar potential y. 
(0) As Figure 6 suggests, the equatorial plane of the Dungey-
sphere contains a ciroular "neutral line" along whioh l!::O. 
Find tl.a radius roof this line and the value ClO which Cl 
assumes on it, ond oompur'c r 0 to the radius of the spherical 
magnetosphere produced with a oonstant northward field 
having the same intensity Bo' 
(d) UsinG ClO • find the oolatitude 00 on the surfaoe of the 
Earth 1'rom whioh magnetic field lines lead to the neutral 
line. It is permissiblc to neglect Bo in comparison with Dc' 
Ir Bo :: 5 nT and De = 30,000, what is the value of 0o? 
(0) Dorive the electrio potentiol ';'(a,a), using the same method 
as in eq. (22). 
(f) What is the electric field! 1n the Earth's ionosphere 
(assl.XTle raa). in (x,y,z) ooordinntes? With Do :: 5 nT, Vo :: 
300 1«nID, what is tih~ largest voltage drop between two points 
in tho pola~ orca bounded by a=ao ? 
Answers: 
(0) 
( b) (28) 
(0) Eq.(27) has the form "( = a cosO fer) I and on the neutral 
lino all derivatives of y must vanish. Thp, factor cosO 
assures the vanishing of 3y/3r anywhere in the equatorial 
plane, but the other derivative only vanisnes if f(ro):O. 
This gives 
a distance smaller by a factor 21/3 than the spherical 
t'adius in the preoeding model. From (28) 
(2gb) 
Cd) Neglecting the external field, at r = a 
(30) 
Substitution of (2gb) gives 
(e) The deriVation follows that of (22), exoept that the sign of 
a is reversed. so that a is replaoed by (-a), a positive num-
ber. Also, beoause .!?o is reversed, the sign of 41 in (18b) is 
reversed, giving 
~(a,P) = -v <2aB )1/2 (_a)'/2 sinCe/a) (32) 
o 0 
13 
(f) Neglocting Bo in comparison with Be' at r=o 
~ = -v (2B B )1/2 Y 
o 0 e (33) 
The polar electric field is thus a constant field, directed 
from dawn to dusk. The lal'gest voltage exists between extreme 
points on the da\m-dusk meridian, where 0:60 and sin'f = ±1. 
Its value in volts is found from (33) if MKS units are used, 
and amo un ts to 
111 
The most significant qualitAtive property of the Dungeysphere is that it is 
"open": 'V/hHe in the "dipole in sphere" only two types of field lines exist, 
purely terrestrial and purely inter planetary, the Dungeysphere admits a 3rd 
type, so~called ope~ field 11nes,connected to Earth at one end and extending 
into space at the other. 111 open field lines connect to circular patches with 
6<00 (or O>lT-O O ) around t.~he magnetic poles, which will be termed the "polar 
caps." In these claps a con::;tantelectric field exists, dir<:'cted from dawn to 
5 dusk and with a pred~cted Yoltage drop of about 6 10 Yolts. 
Surprisingly, most features of this crude model agree with observations. 
Roughly circular patches of approximately constant dawn-to-dusk electric field 
(10-14 ) have been ob~erYed near the magnetic poles by various spacecraft and 
also by other methods (see sect. 8 of a review on the SUbject(15». The 
boundaries of the patches roughly agree with the predictions of the model and 
they may be monitored by observing the locations of quiet auroral arcs 
(16 17) ("auroral oval II) which tend to parallel them a few degrees equatorward ' . 
An electric field across the polar cap implies an electric current across 
the polar ionosphere, completed by field-aligned current sheets, flowing 
downwards into the caps' dawn boundaries and upwards from the dusk boundaries. 
Suoh sheets, carrying 1-2 million amperes, have indeed been 
(18 19 15) . 
observed ' , ; they are flanked by weaker sheets of OpPoslte polarity, 
15 
looated further equatorward and apparently having a diffferent origin. 
These ourrents may be visualized as arising from a "olassioal ll dynamo, from 
a olosed electrioal ciroui t in whioh (whatever frame one uses) part of t.he 
current flows in a stationary med~um and part in a moving medium whioh orosses 
magnetio field lines. Viewed in tho frame of the Earth (see rof.15, Fig.18) 
this oircuit would consist of the ionosphere (stationary), the solar wind 
(moving) and, linking the two, magnetic field lines anohored at the dawn and 
dusk edges of the polar oaps. 
The most obvious disorepancy between the model and observations is in the 
magnitude of 6~, which falls short of the derived value by a factor of 10 or 
more. Perhaps the reason is that the aotual magnetosphere, due to tho pressure 
of the solar wind, is greatly elongated in the x direotion, while the 
Dungeysphere j.s axisymmetric. Thus in the Dungeysphere the polar sheaf of open 
field lines has a oircular cross seotio'(J and H is proportional to its asymp-
totio width 6'1.'Q in the y d ireotion i in the actual magnetosphere, this sheaf is 
model's value 
elongated in the x direction to perhaps 10 times the (\ , and if its 
magnetic flux remains unohanged, its width in the y direction; and 
consequently A~, must shrink by a similar factor. The above may sound as ~ 
plausible eXplanation, but it is still remarkable that 1n spite of the great 
deformation of the outgoing sheaf, the si.ze of the polar oap and the direction 
of ! there differ so little from the prediction of the Dungeysphere. So far, 
however, no more detailed theory of open field lines exists. 
PROBLEM 4: If! = -!X~, what is the shape of the interface 
betwe~n the Dungeysphere and the solar wind? 
Answer: By equations (23)- (24) streamlines of an ideal HHD flow are 
distinguished by the constancy of y and of ~, though here only the former is 
required. By (27) and (29a), y vanishes on the neutrll line, and therefore the 
surface bounding all solar wind streamlines will be the surface y=O, which is 
a sphere of radius roo Thus, figure 6 notWithstanding, the Dungeysphere, too, 
is a spherel 
PROBLEM 5 Let an axisymmetric surface current be added along the 
for r<ro 
for r>r 0 
surface r=ro (see preceding problem) su~h that the added 
field produced by it is 
~1 ~ - B, ! = canst. (35 ) 
!!, = -'1Y1 = dipole field 
16 
(a) If thr. combined field!! is represented by toroidal and poloidal "poten-
tials" 1\1 1 and 1\12' through 
find .2 (., vanishes). 
Hint: 
In source-free regions the second term vanishes, allowing "'2 to be related 
to the scalar potential y. 
(b) Derive a(r,e) for the combined field, for regions inside and outside r=ro ' 
Hint: ~ may be expressed in two ways 
/I 
B = Vx(ax~) ::; Vx aCa/rsine) f 
(c) (optional) Using a computer-controlled graphical device, dr~w field 
lines of this model in the (x,z) planes (electric potentials 
arid other properties may also be derived) ~ This Himulates, 
at least ncar the noon merid:ian, the extra ~urrent needed for 
C\chieving pressure balance at the boundary, when the pressure 
due to the soler wind plasma is also taken into account. 
17 
The Cl)rl of the MHD condition 
E ::: -'y'x~ (37) 
gives 
(31') 
This may be shown{20,21)(the proof is given in many plnsna texts and is 
compl etely analogous to vorticity pr eserva\~ion in id cal fluid dynamic s) to be 
equivalent to two conditions: (1) "flux preservation", the requiremet1t that 
the magnetic t'lux threading 0 closed line of particles, each moving \·lith the 
10'Jal bulk velocity, remains unchanged in timej and (2) "line preservation, 
that two such particles which initially share a magnetic field line, continue 
to do so at all times. The second condition (which is weaker than the fir st, 
and may be deduced from it) tends to be especially useful in visualizing MHO 
flow, and it readily l~ads to the not1,on of "moving field lines." Suppose a 
given field line is defin(>d at t:::t, by the particlE'S strung out along it: 
then the field line defined by the same particles at any other time may be 
regarded as one and the same field line, having "moved with the plasna." 
An application of this is pI'ovided by problem 2-c. Consider a field line 
distant enough from the dipole so that it may b(> considered to be parallel to 
the z axis, and let it cut the x-axis at (x,y) = (xo,O). Particles located on 
this line at t:t, and having a sufficiently large I zl will pass through one 
of the branches of the z axis at some later time \:.2' Which means that for an 
arbitrarily small At, at t 2-At they are sunward of the axis and at t 2+t\t 
antisunward of it. 
But what about particles with snall \zl which shared the same field line at 
t:::t1 and Hhich are therefore destined to hit the sphere r=r 0 at t:::t2'? At 
t 2-At they are upstream of the sphere, at t 2+At they ar'e downstream of it, so 
that in an arbitrarily short time 2At they must have skirted the sphere with 
an arbitrarily large velocity (the side of the sphere around which the 
particle chooses to move is only defined if its initial y at t=t, is 
displaced from zero an infinitesimal amount to one side or the other). Though 
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this oonnlusion may uppeor surprising it is borno out by explioit 
oaloulation, sino~! contains a~/aa which by (22) is proportional to a-1/2 
and a+O os r+r o' 
As a morc significant example, consider 5 solar wind particles, emitt('d 
with a radial velocity v from the Sun's equatorial corona one doy apart ana 
o 
numbered in the order il'1 which they are anittcd. At tim('l t=O, just befoN' the 
first particle anerges, tlley :lre 011 olumped together (Figure 70) anel thus 
certainly share the samE' magnetic field line. Fivr days later they ar(l All 
moving radially in space, e,nd presurllably ore still joined by the same 
magnetic field line, but that line is a spiral rather than 0 radial one, 
because the Sun rotates about 150 bet'deen successive emissions (Figure 7b). 
This spiral shape (with large fluctuatiotls) has been confirm<?d by 
observations and makes an angle of about 450 with the radial at the Earth's 
distance, which is the reason for the earlier assertion that in th(' IMF Bx II' 
-B • Y 
NevCl'theless, "line preservation" runs into trouble with the open 
magnet.osphere (Figure 6). Consider two particles, numbered "l" and ii211, 
sharing the same field line as it appro£lche"l Earth. A short time later "1" i~ 
on an open field line above the northern Mp while 112" is on an open line in 
the opposite hemisphere, and the two no long('r share the same field lin!'. On 
the othtr hand, each now shares its line with a collection of ionospheric 
particles, though no such sharing existed b(.'fore the particles encountered 
the magnetosphere, or is likely to exist after they have passed beyond its 
influenc e. 
The breakdown occur s at the moment when the field line containing the 
patticles passes the neutral point N1, and indeed theory shows that the 
con(.~ept of line pl'eservation must be modifif'd here, that it does not assure 
the continuation of "shadng a field line" beyond points where the line 
passes a point with .!?=O. The process involved here is called IImagnetic 
merging" or "reconnection" al1d in it the interplanetary field line AS flowing 
into N1 is cut into two parts. Simultaneously, a "clo~~" field line CD 
flowing into N1 (in a manner described further below) is also severed, and 
each half of the terrestrial line links up to half an interplanetary line to 
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form on "open" line. Lnter. at a neutral point N2, thp. prooess is rever sP.d .... 
the two interplanetary segments arc reoonnf.'Oted and continue their outwaro 
journey, while the terrestrial sections are ol..so reunitea' and flow bock 
earthword s. 
TIlis ideo of "magnetic m(.lrging" has ied to many theoretica). studies(22), [} 
few laboratory experiments and some attanpts to ob serve it in spaoe, but a 
more complete discussion is well beyond the scope of this introduction. 
Although Dungey(23) (211) and others have r(.lgarded merging as a process in 
which magnetio energy is given up accelerate nnd heat particls!! (t!speoially 
in solar flares), observational evidence suggests th~t if merging does oocur 
at the front of the magnetosphere, it does not involve the release of very 
much energy. As for the nightside reconneotion at N2, observations are 
soaroe: the consensus is that if this takes ploce, its location is well 
beyond the orbit of the moon (",600) and that it probably does not proceed in 
a snooth an~l stead y fa shion. 
The flow of closed field lines into N1 !lnd out of N2 suggests that 
convection is unavoidable in an open magnetosphere, unlike what is found for 
o closed configuration, where (25) is a valid solution. This indeed is the 
case, as can be aeen by considering (2Q), Which require~ drifting particles 
to follow surfaces of oonstant potential ~. From among such particles let us 
give particular attention to an ionospheric ion which Is held close to Earth 
by gravity and which keeps a roughly constant altitude h of (say) 200 km. By 
(33) the prOjection of 0 polar eqUipotential surface on the surface n=200 km 
is a line of constant y, extending between the two points at which it cuts 
the polar cap boundary 0=0 0 (northern cap). Presumably, the ion follows this 
line (Figure 8). However, equipotential surfaces cannot elid suddenly: !l 
fringing pattern must exist at 0>°0 , i.e. on closed magnetic field lines, in 
a way suggested by the broken 11n es in the rigur e. 
This fringing electric field! will cause particles such as the one we have 
selected to continue their drift 
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beyond the boundary 0::00 I nnd beoQu,se of (2 /0, the lines whioh such partioles 
follow will prca..-,rve their values of t. TIlUS the ionospher'io particle at 
posit.ion "1" in F1gur~ 6 will tend to move along its equipotential sUl'face to 
position "2" t then (on on open magnetio field line) to "3", out of' tho polar 
oap to 1111" ond finally back to "1". However, beoau~e of line preset'votion, 
ill particles whioh share a field line et "1" will move together to "2", 0 
positiion oorresponding (very nearly) to line CD in Figure 6. Then after 
merging, since line preservation still opplie~ to 011 particles thot pass on 
t.he ~ome side ,,1' !!=O, half of them will stay together and will ultimately 
share a line with "3", while the other holf will move above the opposing 
polar cap. Finally, ot "'I" bc,th halves are united again to form 0 line 
similar to EF of Figure 6, after which they conveot onoe morc sunward. 
All this is qualitative. In partioular t t.he above argument does not predict 
whether the fringing pattern is press~ close to the polar anp boundary or 
extends far from it. In the first CDse, the sunword return flow in the 
equatorial plone is press~ close to the magnetopouse and does not penetrate 
close to Earth, while in the second case the penetration is much more 
pronounoed. A complicat.ing factor not mentioned so for is the exi~t.eflee nt:>ar 
Eorth of on additional e1 ectrio field £C' caused by the Eart.h I s rotation ond 
tending to impose co-rotation upon the plasna: the interest(~ reader is 
referl'~ to a more complete review(15) for details. 
A useful mathQT)aCical model for the fringing pattter'n is obtalnro as 
follows. By (32) t the polar electric field (0<0 0 ) has the form 
4>(a,B) = -4>0 (a/a
o
)1/2 sin(a/a) (39a) 
(since ao <0, the negative sign may be omitted). A ~lass of fringing field s 
Which fit continuously with the above is then 
PROBLEM 6 
(a) Compare the magnitud es of the two terms in (28) at r=r 0' 
near the equatorial plane., Which is the larger one, and by 
what ratio? How does thi s rntio chonge os 00(1 advances in-
ward D from r:r o? 
(b) Show that if the snallcl' term in (28) is neglected and if 
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(39b) is valid with K::1, a constant dawn-to-dusk electric field will 
exist on closed magnetic field lines in the equatorial plane. 
While 'Choory at this level does not predict the fringinri field, it moy be 
deduced from observations, either close to the ionOSPhere(25)(26) or neat' the 
equotorinl Plane(27). All suoh analyses sean to support (39b) t at least as a 
rough app"oximotion I but suggest that the value of K is not 1 but 2. 
Uccous(.\ the Dungcynphcrc is oxisymmet,ric I 1? in it vClni.shes olong an entire 
line. However', in more gel1eral situot.ions, whe-t'e such symmetry no longe?' 
exists, Ii usually vanishes only at two points(?A)(ot' at 0 101'6(1)' (lVf'n 
number). For instance, if the field configuration is stretched on thp night 
side (as obsCt'vations suggest) I only two neutral points t'rr.loin I analogous to 
N1 ond N2 in Figure 9: this development was anticipated in the discussion of 
the mer'ging pt'ocoss, which thus rl;rnoins unchongtlCl. Th(> detailed 3 .. dimensionol 
ge\)m~try of magnetic field lin(ls in the vicinity of an isolated neutral point 
is not always cosily describable on (l qunlitotive level (?9). 
A differ'ent example of an open magnetospheric model with? isolated neutral 
points, studied in problem 7, arises when the dipole field of C'quations 
(1)-(2) is superposed upon on arbitrary IMF 
( 110) 
!ROBLEM 7 ~ Derive the coordim1t.es of the neutral points formed 
\'1hen t,tH~ constant field !!o of OW) is superimposed 
upon the dipole field of equations (1)-(2), 
Note: The problem moy be studied in cart,caian cooI'd1nateo 
(x,y,z) and if BOY~O, appropriate intermediate variables are 
G=rJYt U =z/y Dnrl r3. At. a cert.ain stage a quadratic equation 
arises and one might be led to believe that each of its solu-
tions represents one of the neutral points, but it isn't so, 
(a) Show that one of the above solutions is non-physical. while 
the other gives both neutral points, when ~ll choices in 
assigning algebraic signs are utilized. 
(b) Solve for (XtY,~) given BOY~O. 
U.llc8S (/10) represents 0 purl"ly north word fle'AJ (os 1n (?q. 7) the resultltlg 
model is OlWOY8 open. The "polar cop" stays roughly ci.'culor even whcn when 
no~tlo. but its slz(> shrinks steadily 03 the dlr'cctlon of Yo OPPt'OGChNl thnt 
of the ~ oxis, all of whioh ogreee 1n 0 qUB1!tntiv(> way with 
ol;)s~rvotions( 17). There evcn (>xiats {l slight sunwor'd shirt of th/? center ot' 
the polar cop in response to Boxl whioh also is in qunlitotive accord w:l.th 
observations( 17)(30), 'I'he at.ructur(> of the (>lcctric t'i(>:td prC'dictr-d by theBt' 
models, on tho other hand, fs quite intricpte, nnd its details probably do 
not fit observations too well. 
The proceeding results must 011 be evoluotM numf't'ic(uly by computer,(31) I 
because (a,a). and hence t(a,B) I con no longer be derived anolyticolly. 
Problem 8 below contains hints for derivins t COl" such models: tho task is 
considerably lc:mgthi~r than tho ~olutlons of other problens list.ed here, but. 
is still well within thQ range of 0 graduate project. Program listings in 
FORTRAN (1i:? sec. on a VAX 11/780) ~'>r BASIC (5 hours on an liP ~830) ore avail-
able upon request. 
In the actual magnetospher(', it should be noted, bouth':nry cUl'l'enta always 
exist and with s~lch currents, both open and closed magnetosphere models may 
be con~trllcted. If the models are open they rnay resemble those described 
above, or else they may have boundary currents such as t.hose appearing in 
pl'oblem 5. If they oro closed they alwoys have boundary curl'ents (unl(>ss ~ 
is strictly northward s) and resemble the configuration of Figure II t with the 
external curves reprosenting magnetic field linen and having an arbitrarily 
directed asymptotic direction~ 
Procedure: 
Given a magnetic field which is ttH~ superposition 
of CllO) and u dipole, map the electric potential 1n 
the polar cap. 
(a) Define a rectangular grid of 21x21 (or more) initial refe-
rence paints, centered at the magnetic pole. A convenient 
approximation is to place the initial points not on the cur-
ved surface of the Earth but on the plane z= tangential to 
it at the magnetic polo. A spacing between tho points equi-
volent to 1 .. 2 degree.!) 01' lntitudc ulmally assures thot tho 
entire polar oop iOclOludcd nnd on array PCI,J) which will 
store (at the end of the calculation) the electrio potentials 
of the paints should be dpfined. 
(b) Derine n reference plane ot·thogonol to ~ of CliO), at a 
dist.onoe Roc3Qo to 400 from tho origin. On that plane find 
tho point (xo,yo,zo) closest to the origin, and assign to it 
on arbitrary reference potential (e.g. zero). Use (40) to 
derivo the olcott'le potenttal at large distanaes nnd apply 
the result to express tho potential of on arbitrary (x,y,z) 
on the reference plnne. (Cout',' on: there exist two t'cfcrcnce 
planes, one threorlfZd by field lines frClm the northern polnt 
eop and ono linked to the southern cop. Bp. sure tho one 
splectcd is the one appropriate to tho cap being studied I) 
(c) Taking in turn each of the referenoe pOints or port (0) I 
trace numerically th(l magneth .. field line whioh rises from 
it I using a atcps1zc \/'0.50 (initial steps mllY be anallar I 
later ones larger). Allow a certain numbcI4 of steps ant.. ~Ilcck 
each time if thG reference plane hos been orossed. If (] cros-
sing has occured I derive the crossing point (I incar inter .. 
polation is .sufficiently occurate) and oaloulate its poten-
tial: by (17) I this is also the potential P(I,J) of the point 
at which the tracing began. If the field line foils to reach 
the reference plane in the allotted number of steps or inter-
sects Earth I diagnostic outputs such as 0 or -1 should be 
aSSigned to P(I,J). 
Cd) Print out the array P(I,J) 1n suitable units with 2-3 figure 
accuracy and interpola~e manually to get the polar bound&ry 
and eqUipotential contours (or else, program the computer to 
pel"form the task). One interesting study is the variation in 
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tho size of t1}" volar cap ao 0 function of the dit~cction of 
~ I ollowing tho magnitude Bo to st.ay constant (32) • 
There exists another typo of asymmctr'y which is of great practical intercst 
in t.he actual mognetoaphero. As noted in problem II, if 011 SW porticlNl hove 
the some velocity and obey the MUD condition I then thc boundary of the 
Dungcysphcrc is SphtWlcal. In actual fact I however t SW particles alwllYs hove 
a finite range of vel.ocities and of dir'f!ctiollS of motion. and this spread is 
gf'cotly inct'cose<! by their passage through the bow shock of the Earth. Thus 
the spherical boundary (redrown in Fi~ut'e 9) will not impose on absolute 
barr'ier to their motion: instead I as SCion as merging has oocmred, some SW 
porticleo will begin spilling over it onto the terrestrial part of newly 
merg!!d "open" 1 ines. 
Because particles flowing into e stronger magnotic fiold nre subj~¢t to 
magnetic mirrorinB, mast such particles w1ll not penetrate very for ond will 
quickly move aut ogdin, all tho time stoying on the somu moving field line as 
other solar particles which had shored their line earlier but had not moved 
earthwards. A fow selegt particles omong those that penetrate, with veloci-
ties almost parallel to !t mDY howevEir t'each as for down as the ionosphere. 
By the above nrgumcnt one might expect. a region of ~olar wind p1osno 
reoching all the way to the i,ono-sphere and shope<!, in profile, like tho 
curved funnel cloud of a tornado. Such a region is in fact observed(33)-(35) 
and it is ~nown as the ~olar ous~. 
If the external rield is purely SDuthward I as in (26), both polm' cusps are 
oomp1etely equivalent. More frequent.ly, however. the It~F exhibits the spiral 
struoture discussed earlier (in oonneotion with the motion of magnetio field 
lines), so that While the SW ve1~oity ! far from Earth 1s radial, its 
components VII and v~ I parallel and orthogonal to !, are approximately equal. 
Now to maintain a SW motion orthogonal to ~ (i. e •• to maintain v J. ) I the 
clcctr'ic t'101d of en) 18 IHH?ded, (lnd it io th1BCield, too, that defleot~ 
the fl\')w oround tho mognetODphere. On the othcr hond, bC-COUBe of (W), VII 1/J 
not affected (to lowest. ,'rdcr) by the clcotrio foroc. This BuggeBts n ccrtoin 
ODymmotry between tho pol{lr cops, because depending on the magnetic polarity 
uf lntlJrplonotory field lines ("flWOY" frum tile Sun or "toward" the Sun) open 
field l1noD from one of the cops will extend in the dircctiem of tho Sun 
while thoso from tho other cop will pOint away from it. If VII movcs SW 
partiolos olong thoir guiding field lines like beads along a wire, one would 
oxpect ploano to be shoved doeper into the tI,sun ... fooing" cusp and thus oreate 
on otlymmetr'y b(ltwccn the two polor regions. 
Hony ob$crvod osymmetries correlato with BOY oi' (110), which 113 generally 
taken as an indicotor of tho mogn~tio polarity of tho IMF (12 )(36)-(38). In 
portioular, when energetIc porticlNJ oro et'oated by solar flores neor active 
sunspot groups. they ortcn hovo highQr intensity (at first) at the sunfaoing 
polor cop thon in opposite polar 1'0810n(39)(40). Not much is known ~B yet, 
however, about unequal penetration of plo STla related to interplanetary field 
polurlty, though some stt'iking cort'elabions between tho intensity IJf cusp 
electrons and BOY hove been reported (110 • 
Beyond the cusp, in the regions of' open field lines extending to the 
downstream end of tho magnctosphore (oro Q-N2 in F1gUl'c 9) the situation is 
quite different. These regions ore oolled thA "high latitud~ :i.obes" (Ot' "tail 
lob~s") and in the aotual magnetosphere they ore quite large, since the 
difference 1n x between Q and N2 is stretched to a length abcut 10 tiwes 
larger (or more) than in t' & Dungeysphere model. In this region the solar 
wind is moving alongside the magnetosphere or (mostl.y) away from it, and only 
vary few of its partioles manage to buck the general trend and flow 
earthwards, On the other hand! terrestrial partioles aan easily escape along 
open field lines in these regions. 
One would therefore expeot the plaS'lIo density n in the lobe region to be 
ranarkably loW. ;md this is indeed observed. tn the solar wind nll'10 cm-3 , in 
the cusp nll'2-3 cm-3 I in the magnetosphere 1 cm-3 is typical (though close to 
Earth n becomes much larger) and in the "plasna sheet" in the middl e of the 
tail, near z=o, nll'0.3 CM-3 • In the lobes, however, n",0.01 cm-3 , making this 
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by far the most r~reried plamll 1n the Earth's neighborhood. 
Ass(\ssment 
Which model aomes closest to reality? Is the magneto-':iphere open or closed? 
The preponderanoe of the evidence so far points toward s an open 
magnetosphere: the polar electrio field, the conveotive flow, the relation of 
the size of the polar oap to Boz (and one may add, the strong oorrelation 
betWeen Boz and m~gnetospherio disturbanoes(42», all these suggest that the 
magneto,'I'phere is open. So do the existence of polar ousps and tail lobes, and 
phenomena whioh oorrelate with Boy' 
The situation is not always olear-cut. If the magnetosphere is closed and 
convection is dr;"en by a Viscous-like momentum transfer, the polar pattern 
of electrio equip·tentials will still resemble Figure 8, at least 
qualitatively. However, it will not be easy to explain why the polar caps 
have rather abrupt boundaries, or why their size correlates with Boz ' 
Again i the existence of 01 :IpS is not conclusive evidence, because it was 
pointed out(43) that in a closed configuration (like that of F:!..gul'e 3) the 
neutral points would tend to cave in to the pressure of the external plasna 
and this would ;aLso produce cusp-like featUres. 
Even if an ope~1 magnetosphere is accepted problems remain. In a' dipole 
field I and also in the Dungeysphere, the lowest magnetic intensity B on any 
field line iti dlways in the equatorial plane. This property is important in 
the theof'y of trapped radiation, where the minimum of B on a fiel.d line acts 
as a natural midpoint, across which trapped particles bounce back and forth. 
For the dipole-in-sphere, however, this holds only up to a certain distance. 
Closed field lines which cross z=O not too far from r=ro will have their 
smal1e$~ values of B near their points of closest approach to the neutral 
point$, and at z=O they will actually have local maxima of B. 
PROBLEM 9 Given that a field line orossing the equatorial 
i-:lane of the "dipole in sphere" in the range 
}.r <r<r has there a local maximum of B, what is ). 7 o 0 
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Hint: Derive 82 • In the equatorial plane, a82/ao=0, showing that 82 has 
an extremum there. At r=Xro the extremum switches from minimum to 
maximum: what can then be said about the second derivative? 
This property of a minimum turning into a local maximum is common to many 
analytical models proposed as approximations to the actual magnetosphere, 
from the Chapman-Ferraro model(44)(4S) to more elaborate image dipole 
representations(46) and models utilizing e~ternal harmonics(47)(48). 
Theoretically, it has been nt')ted(49) that the 10l'lgitudinal (tlsecond tl ) 
adiabatic invariant may vary discontinuously where this happens. What seems 
surprising is that stUdies of average field intensities(50) and of pitch 
angle distributions of' trapped particles in the Earth IS magnetosPhere(S1) 
suggest that the actual magnetosphere also has this property, in contrast 
with the Dungeysphere which does not. 
A different problem involves the electric field pattern of Figure 8. While 
observations have tended to confirm it, there exist indications of ~ 
different structure during prolonged spell s of northward Boz' with not 2 but 
4 tlconvection cells" in the polar caps(G2) (53). The meaning of this is not at 
all clear' and it is hoped that the twin "Dynamics Explorer" mission, slated 
for launch in 1981(54), will gather enough data on this puzzling eff~ct for 
appropriate magnetospheric models to be constructed. 
Do there exist any alter"nat:i.ve models to those described here? The closed 
model has 2 types of field lines, the Dungeysphere 3, and a model with 4 
types was obtained by Podgorny et al,(55) in laboratory experiments which 
simulated plasma flow around the magnetosphere. These workers found that each 
"interplanetary" field line and each "terrestrial" one, upon merging, split 
not j,nto 2 parts as in the Dungeysphere but into 3: the northern and southern 
sections then joined up as in a simple open model, while the two middle 
sections formed an independent eddy or "visor" (Figure 10), or possibly a 
chain of such eddies(56). A variant of this model may well come closer to 
• exjsting conditions than any of the Simpler models, but observations have not 
yet produced conclusive evj,dence On t,h:f.s point. 
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Conclusion 
-
We 'have att,empted to present an elemt:ntary introduction to magnetospheric 
dynamics, including open and olosed oonfigurations, flow patterns, electric 
fields, field line motion, convection, merging, cusp regions and tail lobes, 
using some Simple analytical models. The results may be compay'ed to Figure 2 
which represents a schematic view of the aotual magnetosphere. Apart from the 
large day-night distortion the simple models have provided a fail" qualitative 
fit to observations, though it should be realized that the physics of the 
plosna sheet ,the sub storm and mlrora, the radiation belt and its "ring 
currp.nt" are all beyond such crude approximations and require additional 
study. 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES 
Figure 1 -- The geomagnetio dipole. 
Figura 2 -- Sohematio view of the aotual magnetosphere 01izern 
rnd Fennell. Rev.Geophys,Spaoe.Phys'9 16, 147, 1~78) 
..--.. iii ~ .:.t __ 
FiGure 3 
Figure 4 
The "dipolo in sphere" produoed by superposition of 
a constant northward field and a dipole. 
(no oaption) 
Figure Sa -- Conveotive flow 1n the equatorial plane of a model 
magnetosphere, sohematioally shown. 
Figure 5b Convective flow in a heated fluid. 
Figure 6 -- The "Dungeysphere" formed by superposition of a oon-
stant southWard field and a dipole. The partioles 
marked "1" and "2" illustrate the violation of line 
preser'vation oaused by magnetic merging. 
Figure 7a 
Figure 7b 
Five particles initially located in one region of 
the solar corona, illustrating how the property of 
line preservation can provide the shape of inter-
planetary field lines. 
The 5 particles of Figure 7a and their .shared mag-
netic field line, 5 days after the first among them 
was emitted frQm the Sun. 
Figure 8 -- Eleotric eqUipotential lines in a map of the nor-
FigUl"e 9 
thern polar ionosphere, in an idealized schematic 
view. The numbers give successive pOSitions of a 
particle (and therefore also of the footprint of a 
magnetic field line) participating in a convective 
flow. 
Illustration of the polar cusp and of the high 
latitude lobes, using the Dungeysphere. 
Figure 10 -- Podgorny's magnetospheric model, with 4 kinds of 
field lines. 
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APPENDIX: ..L2.. 1 uti 0 n oS t 0 
Problem 1: rar- a = a sin20 [(B
o
/2)(r/a)2 - Be(a/r)] = 0 
gives Cr la)3 = 2Be/Bo or (r la) = (28 IB )113 
o 0 e 0 
By (2),(8) 
y = - a cosO [Bo(r/a) + B
e
(a/r)2J 
ay/ar = - coso [Bo - 2Be Ca/r)3] = 0 
Ttds again gives the condition for reo' 
Br vanishes if 
A-l 
Pro b 1 ems 
(b) As shown above I Br vanishes on the sphere a=O. The other component B 0 
is proportional to 
2 
ay/ao = a sinO [Bo(r/a) + Be(a/r) J 
For r>O the brackets are Cjlways positivo, so this tel"m vanjshes only if 
sinO=O. 
Problem 2: 
(a) A streamline confined to the (x,y) plane has automatically y=O and 
therefore (24) has to be used: 
and by (22) 
~ = 0 
ex sin2 'f = 0 
2 At the crossing point (x,y) = co, ,.2550)' sin 1 =1, and since that point is 
also in the equatorial plane where sin u=', by (13a) 
a = a[(B 12)(a/r)[ (r/a)3 - (2B IB ) J = a 
a e 0 0 
Substituting r = (S/4)r
o 
and using the approximation (5/4)3~2 shows that the 
first term in the braokets is about twioe the size of the second one. Thus 
Since the flow line is completely confined to the equatorial plane sinO=', 
its equation may be written 
which indeed 2has the same form as (13a), tut"ned around by 90
0 so that sin2 'f 
replaces sin o. 
(b) A streamline confined to the (x,z) plane has automatically ~=o and 
therefore (23) should be used~ 
y = -a cosO [Bo(r/a) + Be (a/r)2] = Yo = constant. 
At (x,z) = (0, 1.25ro), C080=0 and 
a Bo (a/r)2 [(r/a)3 + (Be/Bo» 
(16a/5) (D20 14)1/3 
o c 
The flow line's equation is thus approximately 
oosO [Bo(r/a) + Be(a/r)2) = (1615) (B~Be/4)1/3 
It does not match the field line equation (13a) in any way. In foot, at 
large distances it reduces to 
zla = (8/5)(r
o
/a) > (S/4)(r
o
/a) 
Hence the flow line decreases its distance from the x axis as it approaches 
the origin, 1n contrast with the external field lines of Figure 4. 
Problem 5: 
(a) • • Let !!;: -Vy 
(all this is easily seneralized for an arbitrary harmonic fun~tion). Then 
by 
$2 will have a corl"esponding el!p:!nsion i inval ving tho same harmonic functions. 
Equating coefficients 
"'2 = a ooso tg~(a,'r)2 - (1/2)8~(r/a)J 
Noting that the ex tel"nal field is southward, one obtains: 
Fo," r<r 0 -B -0 = B - 81 g, = &, 0 e 0 
For 0 -8 + (r /0)3(8 1/2) 
-0 
= 8 r>r g1 = g, 0 e 0 
( b) 
a = - sino (rIa) (aljl/aa) 
From this (again, this is easily genp.ralized for any axisymmetrical 1j12) 
2 0 )-0 2 
a = a sin a [s,(a/r) - (1/2 g1(r/a) J 
One then substitutes the expresions derived in part (a). The above provides 
dn alternative derivation of (13a) and (28), or equivalently, of (9). 
Problem 6: 
(a) Equation (38) is 2 2 
a = - a sin G [(B
o
/2)(r/a) + Be(a/r)] 
If the brackets are opened, this is resolved into 2 t~rms c,+a2, and their 
ratio is 
In the 
the second 
a1/c2 ;: (Bo/28e )(r/a)3 
Dungeysphere (1'0 /a)3.;: B/Bo ' so that CIt r=ro the ratio is 1/2 and term is twice tne first one. As one moves inward the disparity only 
A-3 
incrcnS63, because a1 dimlnishe~ while a2 grows. 
(b) 
If one approximates 
2 then at sin 0= 1, eq. (39b) gives 
I) = - (~o'De)(-ao)(r/a) sini> 
S.1..noe (-ao ) is positive, this gives a constant dawn-to-dusk field, in the direotion of vy. 
Problem 7: 
(a) -- Let all distances be me~sured in units of o. The dipole field may 
be n'ritten 
with = -
4 De z/r 
If the constant external field has components (Dl,B2,8~)t the cartesian 
components Of the total field have all to vanish at the ne~t~dl points 
B)I; = B1 - 38 xz/r5 e = 0 
~ 
Dy = B2 - 3B yz/r;) = 0 e 
D., = D3 - (3z2_ r2)D Ir5 = 
... e 
The first two eqs. may be rewritten 
1/r5 
1/r5 
assuming B2;/0 and combining 
x/y 
or 
x 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(1) 
(2 ) 
(3) 
(B1/3Be)/xz 
(D2/3Be)/yz 
D,/B2 = G 
Gy 
(40) 
(4 b) 
(50) 
(5b) 
This allows x to be eliminated from (3) 
22222 2 B3 - (B2/3yz)(2z - x - y ) = B3 - D2[2z - Y (1+0 )]/3yz = 0 (6) 
Let a new variable U and a new constant H be defined: 
U = z/y (7 ) H .:: D3/D2 
3H - 2U + (1+G 2)/U = 0 
so 
(8 ) 
(9) 
Two solutions exist, of opposite signs. The negative solution however is 
non-physical, because it im~lies opposite signs for y and z and therefore, by 
(4b), a negative valU2 of r • Hence only a single solution exists, with U>O. Multiplying (4b) by r 
1/r3 = (B2/3B
e
)(X2+ y2+ z2)/Yz = (D2/3Be)C(1~~2)/U + UJ (12) 
whioh allows r to be derived. Other variables follow readily, e.g. for x 
r2 = x2+ y2+ z2 = x2C1 + C1+U2)/02) (13) 
Note that if (x,y,z) is a solution, (-x,-y,-z) is one too, beoauso it londs to 
identical values of (G, U,r), the intermediate variables form which f}verything 
follows. 
If B2=O, (2) gives y=O at the neutral pOints, but (40) still holds. Substituting in (3) 
B3 - (B1/3xz)(2z2 - x2) = 0 
Let now 
U' = z/x (15) 
Then 
(U,)2 - (3H'/2)U' - 1/2 = 0 
Again, only the positive solution is aoceptable, and from it 
(14 ) 
(16 ) 
(17 ) 
i/r3 = (B1/3Be )(UI + 1/UI) (19) 
Two symmetric solutions result from this, one with (x,z) and the other with 
(-x,-z). 
Problem 9: 
2 
Y :: - a cosO [Be(a/r) + Bo(r/a)] 
B = cosO [2B (a/r)3 - B ] = cosO F(r) r e 0 
Bo = sino [ B (al r) 3 + B ] e 0 = sine G(r) 
82 = cos20 F2 + sin20 G2 
3S2/ao = 2 COSO sino (02 - F2) and vanishes if O=u/2, oosO=O. 
a2a2/a02 = 2 (cos2r _ sin20)(G2 _ F2) 
If 0=u/2, this vanishes only when G = iF. If G=F then 
B (air) 3 = 2B 
e 0 
ria = (B 128 ) 1/3 = 2-2/3 (r la) 
e 0 0 
which yields the required condition. If G=-F we get (a/r)=O and hence no 
solution exists for any finite r. 
c 
'
" 
.. ' 
::£10 
C: 
C 
1008 
40 
50 
C 
C 
100 
110 
c: 
150 
200 
., 
OF (X,V) o~,~Fe.3/) 
READ (5,1001) XIO,YIO 
! comp~nonts of imf 
SL in RE 1S step alone fIeld lin~ 
neeative into north polo. SP il polar £Itep in det~N!es. Central values of plotted part 
of polar C6P. To plot entlre cap, 
usa value :oro for both. READ (5,1002) BDIP)VSW,R~,VOLT ! dipolQ term In oamma, 5W 
speed in ~m/s, unit in WhlCh volt-
aees are measured (2000 v OK) WRITE (6,1003) BXI,BVI,BZI,BDIP WRITE (6,1004) SL, R9 WRITE (6,1005) BP, VeN, VOLT WRITE (6,1007) XIO,VIO 
81 0 S8RTCBXI*flXI .f. ElVI*BY1 + BZlifBZI) I IMF inb::nsii:'J' 
R9 :::: (-1. )*R9 ! for north mas p~l~ di~t is negatIve DO ::0 .-'01,:21:: 
1'0' ( ,) ) ::::: ",1-1 
WRITE (6,1006) (Fed), Jo1,~2) !labels tabulation 
X'~ :::: R9 * BXII 81 I (X9~Y';'),Z9) are cClor'dinates o~ t1 
Y9 - R9 * BYII B1 point n di~tancQ R9 ~rom the 
Z9 :::: R9 * BZII B1 orl0in WIth r nlone B 
PI;:: 3. 14 H:i926:, 
Sp ::: SP * PI/180 
~::;~i I::: 6. ~:71 I polQr step in radians 
VO ::: VSW * 851 VCJL T 
Vel * tlO :~:O I) 1 :=: 1, :: 1 
I earth radiUS in 10005 of ~m 
I IMF potential :=: (EZI * (Y-Y9) - BYl * (Z-Z9» 
DC! :!l(l ...1:2 :::: 1, 21 
P ( .. Il , ...1:2 ) = I). 
DO 200 Il :::: 1, 31 
DO 150 12 :::: 11 21 
XO :::: XIO + SP * (II-iS) 
YO :::: YIO + SP * (12-10) ZO :;:: 1. 
Xl2 == XO 
XLO ::: aXI * 
(XO,YCI,ze) is initj,al p~~lirrt 
in the po',3.r· cap 
(XO-X9) + BV! * (YO-Y9) + eZI * (ZO-Z9) 
XLO is criterion for crossins the reference plane, where it chan~es sien. 
L2 :::: 1. I L2=1, no crossine vat, L2=2, plane crossed DO 100 IS - i, ~OO 
91 = SL ! Re-standardize step size 
XI3 == FLOAT (I3) 
IF (XI3.LT.21) 81 :::: SL*0.5 
IF (XI3.LT.6) 81 == SL*0.25 CALL ADVANCE 
IF (R7.GT.l.0) GO TO 40 
Initial steps are half 
•• or 9uarter ~ize. siz\? •. 
format (' (I1,r2,I8)=',3I5t~ 
P ( Ii , 12) == -2. Radial dist'=~7f9.6} 
130 TO 150 
CALL REFPLANE eXLO,L2,X9,V9,Z9) 
GO TO (100, 50) ,L2 
peIl,I2) = (VO* (BZI*YO - Byr*ZO» + 100. 
Plane crossed, evaluate potential, add 100 
to eliminate neeative values. GO TO 150 CONTINUE 
PCll,I2) ::::-1. 
CONTINUE 
Sienifies ref plane not reached in 200 
steps. 
WRITE (6,1006) XI2, (PCIl)K), K==1, 21) 
TYPE 1006, XI2, (P<IltK), K=l, 21) 
CONTINUE STOP 
END 
I", 
-' 
c 
c 
c 
A-() 
l'roblem 8: Listing Of subroutines, in l~ORTMN. 
-,-
1 
SUBROUTINE BFIELD 
SUBROUTINE ADVANCE advances a stop alone fielrl lino 
COMMON XO,YO,ZO,R2,R7i BXI,SYI,aZI,SI,Al,A2,A3,SDIP,Sl 11 Xl,Yl,Zl CALL aFIELD 
Xl=XO Yl::::YO 
Z1=ZO XO =: XCI + SHr(U 
YO i::i YO 4' S3.*A2 
sa.ve ,:,1 d point 
ZO ~ ZO + Sl*A3 ! first apprOX.1 new point. 
IF (Zl.EQ.l.) GO TO 10 ! at 1st step no old Pt. exists 
I:ALL SF I EL.I) 
XO = 0.5 * (XO + YO ~ 0.5 * eyO + 
ZO = 0.5 * (ZO + 
RETURN 
END 
Xl + S1*Al) 
Yi + '31#A2) 
Z1 + Sl*AS} final approx to new point 
SUBROUTINE REFPLANE (XLO,LZ,X9,Y9,Z9) 
COMMON XO,YO,ZO,R2,R7,BXI,BYI,BZI,SI,Al,A2,A3,BDIP,Sl 
1, Xl,Y1,Zt 
XLi = XLO !save old value 
XLO • BXI*(XO-X9) + BYI*CYO-Y9) + 8Z1*(ZO-29) 
XM = XLO * XLi! nesative when XLO chanses si9n 
IF (XM) 1,2,3 
82 = 61 ! save 01<\ va 1 ue 
91 = S1* ABS( XL1/(XLI - XLO» ! last step to bring 
XCI = Xl 
YO = Vi ZO ~ Z1 CALL 
! u& (almo~t) to reference plane 
ADVANCE 
Restore ~tandard step 
:2 
3 
XLO = O. 
Sl = S2 
L2 = :2 RETURN 
END 
